FACTSHEET I Sanctions List Monitor

A single, standard channel for sanctions
list notifications and change reports
Free Sanctions List Monitor information service
reduces cost and risk

Keeping up-todate and compliant
with ever-changing
sanctions lists
represents a
common challenge
and major cost for
the banking industry.
With hundreds of
changes to the
major sanctions lists
every year, it is not
uncommon for lists
to be updated more
than once a day.
Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Improved visibility and
understanding of sanctions
list changes
Greater efficiency, reduced
operational and legal risk
Standardised coverage of
major sanctions lists
Easy to order, manage and
use
Free, no-obligation service

The frequency of sanctions list changes
presents both operational and business
challenges. The complex nature of
list information makes it difficult to
understand the impact of list updates,
know which changes need to be
prioritised, and to ensure that list changes
are applied correctly. Timely, accurate,
easy-to-action information is critical, as
delays in making updates can expose
institutions to reputational, financial and
operational risks.
SWIFT understands these challenges and
is working with the industry to develop
a portfolio of compliance products and
services. In addition to its Sanctions
Screening and Sanctions Testing
solutions, SWIFT now offers its customers
the Sanctions List Monitor service to
provide immediate updates whenever
sanctions lists change.

How it works
The Sanctions List Monitor continuously
monitors official regulatory sites to detect
updates and changes to sanctions lists.
As a subscriber to this free service, you
receive email notifications whenever a
list is updated. Updates are provided
ahead of most official notifications from
regulators – gaining valuable time for
your compliance team, processes and
systems.
These notifications come in two stages,
helping you plan and implement changes
more effectively. The first email notification
tells you that an update is coming.
Shortly thereafter you receive a followup email with a detailed explanation of
the changes, including a comparison
between the previous and updated list
version.

This two-step process allows you to plan
and start the update process immediately,
sometimes hours ahead of the updated
feed coming from a data supplier. The list
change reports allow you to check that
any changes are accurate, up-to-date
and complete. The Sanctions List Monitor
service provides you with improved
control of your sanctions list maintenance
and updates process.

The Sanctions List Monitor
service provides timely
information on list changes,
enabling you to update
sanctions screening systems
quickly and accurately, and
prioritise the most critical
updates.
Enabling greater efficiency and
risk mitigation
When it comes to updating your
sanctions lists, every minute counts and
not all changes have the same impact
or level of urgency. For example, a new
or updated name or alias on a sanctions
list presents a far more urgent risk than
a deletion or an address change for a
known individual or entity.
The Sanctions List Monitor provides
timely information about the details and
magnitude of sanctions list changes. This
helps you update sanctions screening
systems quickly and accurately and
prioritise the most critical updates,
enabling you to manage and mitigate risk
more effectively.

Full compliance service
portfolio
SWIFT offers and is developing a broad
range of compliance solutions to address
the challenges and complexity of financial
Free and easy subscription
crime compliance.
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The multi-governmental, multijurisdictional nature of sanctions lists
means that there is no common list format
and no defined standard to communicate
changes. The Sanctions List Monitor
service provides list updates and change
reports in a common format irrespective
of sanctions list source.
You receive updates in a standard format
across a single email channel – reducing
the cost and complexity of managing
multiple changes, and allowing you
to further standardise and optimise
your internal update and compliance
processes.
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Australia:
DFAT Consolidated
United Nations
- UN Consolidated
Europe OSFI
- EU Consolidated
Canada:
Australia - DFAT
European: EC Consolidated XML
Canada - OSFI Lists
SWISS:
SECO- SECO
Switzerland
UnitedNations:
States 1267 Al-Qaida
United
- OFAC SDN
— United Nations: 1988 Taliban
- OFAC Consolidated
— United
HM Treasury
- BIS Kingdom:
Lists
• Consolidated
UK - HM Treasury Consolidated
• United
Ukraine
- Blacklist
—
States:
OFAC SDN
— United States: OFAC PLC

Free and easy subscription
Subscription to the Sanctions List Monitor
is simple and easy:
1. Select the lists for which you would
like to receive email notifications about
changes.
2. Contact your SWIFT account
manager and inform them of your
selection.
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For
more information, please contact your
from SWIFT consultants.
SWIFT account manager or email us at
sanctions.list.monitor@swift.com.
SWIFT is developing additional sanctions
compliance solutions to complement its
Sanctions, Know Your Customer (KYC)
and Compliance Analytics offering.
For more information, visit
www.swift.com/complianceservices.

3. Manage your subscription by
contacting support at
support@omnicision.com.
The Sanctions List Monitor is a free, noobligation service for SWIFT customers,
provided in partnership with Omnicision.
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